Adiabatic evolution is considered to be the ideal situation for most thermodynamic cycles, as it allows for the achievement of maximum efficiency. However, no power output is produced in light of the infinite amount of time required to perform a transformation. Such issue can be overcome through Shortcuts-To-Adiabaticity (STA) protocols, which allows a dynamics to mimic its adiabatic counterpart, but in a finite time. Transitionless quantum driving (TQD) is one form of STA. We develop and study the effects of TQD on a single-qubit system subjected to a changing magnetic field and a general two-qubit Heisenberg model with a time-dependent interaction strength. We establish a quantitative relation between the work produced across the dynamics and the entropy production resulting from the evolution at hand, focusing on the role played by the initial states of the work medium. We identify the states that extremize performance under the TQD protocol. The thermodynamic implications of STA are discussed in the end.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum thermodynamics extends the framework of classical thermodynamics to the microscopic scale, where the system is subjected to both quantum and thermodynamic fluctuations [1] [2] [3] . It addresses issues like work and heat when the ensemble size is below the thermodynamic limit [4] , the properties of systems brought out of equilibrium [5] [6] [7] , and the efficiency of thermo-engine in the quantum regime [8] [9] [10] . As a burgeoning field, quantum thermodynamics holds the promises to impact significantly on quantum technologies [11, 12] by providing the energetic footprint of processing information quantum mechanically. Remarkably, some pioneer experimental tests have already been reported [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . When used to characterize the performance of a thermal machine [19] [20] [21] [22] quantum thermodynamics reveals that a quantum thermo-engine has the potential to even surpass the theoretic threshold of Carnot bound with the help of quantum resources [23] [24] [25] .
It is well known that maximum efficiency of a thermodynamic cycle can be reached when the adiabatic condition is fulfilled, namely the work medium evolves quasi-statically. However, such evolution is very timeconsuming, resulting in a trade-off between the efficiency of the cycle and the amount of power output. For a quantum work medium, long operating times imply an increase chance of being affected by environmental effects, which would be detrimental to the overall performance of the device. Recently, it has been recognized that very sophisticated quantum control techniques, such as Shortcuts-To-Adiabaticity (STA) protocols [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , can be beneficial in reducing the operating time of quantum * Email: qwu03@qub.ac.uk cycles, while achieving advantages akin to those of an adiabatic evolution. In fact, in an STA protocol the Hamiltonian of the work medium is engineered so that the evolution of the system follows an adiabatic trajectory in a finite time. Although many versions of STA protocols have been put forward so far, they can be transformed one into the other [31] [32] [33] , thus highlighting a common underlying structure. Remarkably, STA protocols have been tested experimentally [34, 35] and applied to open quantum dynamics [36] [37] [38] , which makes them suitable tools for the assessment of quantum thermodynamics.
In this work, we study the effects of transitionless (counterdiabatic) quantum driving (TQD) techniques on work extraction games applied to both a single-and an interacting two-qubit model. The single-qubit system is subjected to a time-dependent magnetic field, while the coupling strength between the interacting qubits in the second model can be varied. We construct TQD protocols for both models and investigate work and irreversible entropy production across the dynamics when the initial state of the work media is changed and a TQD protocol is applied. We show the existence of a quantitative relation between work and entropy production that depends on the state of the media. We are thus able to identify the states of the latter that extremise their performance under the chosen TQD protocol. Remarkably, we show that the states that maximize the amount of extractable work at a given value of irreversible entropy production are either diagonal or maximally coherent ones. Our results are relevant for a broad range of experimental platforms, such as arrays of ultracold molecules [39] and Rydberg atoms trapped in optical tweezers [40] , in which TQD strategies could boost the performance of quantum information protocols.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we give a brief introduction on the TQD protocol, and construct protocols for the two models that we address. In Sec. III (7), where |H i j | represents the absolute value of Hj for model i. Fig. (1b) shows the trend followed by the state fidelity against the time interval τ , with and without application of the TQD protocol. The blue line shows the fidelity between the initial and target states for both models when TQD protocol is applied. The purple (orange) curve shows the fidelity for the single-qubit (two-qubit) model without application of the TQD protocol.
we demonstrate the quantitative relation between extractable work and irreversible entropy production when TQD protocols are applied, and discuss its dependence on the system's initial state. In Sec. IV we give our conclusions.
II. TQD ON SINGLE-AND TWO-QUBIT MODELS
In this Section, we first give a short introduction on the TQD protocol and then discuss its applications on two specific models, i.e. a single-qubit subject to a changing magnetic field and a two-qubit interacting model with a time-varying interaction strength.
A. Transitionless quantum driving
The idea behind the transitionless quantum driving technique (TQD) is to add an additional counterdiabatic Hamiltonian that cancels out the transition among instantaneous eigenstates of the system throughtout the process. For examples, suppose the time-dependent system Hamiltonian isĤ s (t) with t ∈ [0, τ ]. A suitable counterdiabatic termĤ tqd (t) is added to the system Hamiltonian so thatĤ (t) =Ĥ s (t) +Ĥ tqd (t) with conditionŝ H tqd (0) =Ĥ tqd (τ ) = 0. Scope of the procedure is for the new HamiltonianĤ (t) would stay diagonal in the instantaneous basis {|n(t) } at all times t, and the state of the system to stay unchanged, up to a phase factor, in the instantaneous basis, which is the characteristics of an adiabatic evolution. A straightforward derivation of the form of the counterdiabatic term is presented in Appendix A, which leads tô
whereĤ nd (t) is the non-diagonal part of the total Hamiltonian in the picture defined by the similarity transfor-mationÛ (t) = n |n(t) n(0)| .
Here {|n(t) } are the instantaneous eigenstates ofĤ s (t). ShouldĤ tqd (t) of Eq. (1) satisfy the boundary conditions, the total HamiltonianĤ (t) would drive the system adiabatically but in a finite time τ .
B. Single-qubit model
To demonstrate the effect of TQD, we first consider the Landau-Zener model [41, 42] , where a qubit is subject to a changing magnetic field. The system Hamiltonian has the form (we use = 1 throughout this paper)
where s = t/τ is the normalised time parameter with t ∈ [0, τ ]. We have introduced the frequency ω(s), while B(s) ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter accounting for the rotation of the external field from theσ z to theσ x direction of a reference frame. Given B(s), a shortcut H tqd (s) can be designed following the procedure sketched in Sec. II A.
As an example, we set B(s) = sin π 2 sin πs 2 2 and get the counterdiabatic Hamiltonian
Notice that the choice of ω(s) does not affect the additional Hamiltonian. It can be seen in Fig. (1a) that H tqd (s) satisfies the boundary conditionsĤ tqd (0) = H tqd (1) = 0, while the operation length τ governs the intensity of the additional Hamiltonian, i.e. small τ correspond to a sharp change of |H 1 12 |. Given this, the total HamiltonianĤ (s) =Ĥ s (s) + H tqd (s) drives the quantum system adiabatically for arbitrary τ . To demonstrate it, we prepare the initial system in state |↑ , where we have introduced the eigenstates |↑ and |↓ ofσ z with eigenvalues 1 and −1, respectively. Should the system have an adiabatic evolution, the final system state would be in state |+ , wherê σ x |± = ± |± . The effectiveness of this protocol can be measured through the fidelity F (ρ, σ) between the evolved state ρ and the targeted state σ, such that
which gives the "closeness" of two states. The result is shown in Fig. (1b) , where we set the initial and final states to be |↑ and |+ . One can see that, without TQD protocol, the fidelity approaches to 1 if the time interval τ is large, according with the adiabatic condition. How-ever, the fidelity can reach 1 for arbitrary τ when the TQD protocol is applied.
C. Two-qubit interacting model
Here we consider the case where the working medium consists of two interacting qubits. The system is described by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian [43] H s (s) = 1σ
Here i is the frequency of i th qubit, J(s) is the overall control parameter of the interaction, and {α, β, γ} are anisotropy parameters. We consider the case where only the overall coupling term J(s) is time-dependent. As in the single-qubit case, the coupling strength J(s) determines the specific form of counterdiabatic termĤ tqd (s). In order to meet the boundary con-ditionsĤ tqd (0) =Ĥ tqd (1) = 0, we choose J(s) = cos π 2 cos π(s)
2
. Given this choice, we generate the counterdiabatic Hamiltonian aŝ
with
and
SuchĤ tqd (s) satisfies the boundary conditions for all choices of { 1 , 2 , α, β}. One specific example can be seen in Fig. (1a) , where we set 1 = 1.4, 2 = 2, α = 0.3, β = 1.2. One notices that γ does not occur in Eqs. (8) and (9) . This is becauseσ 1 z ,Ĥ(s)] = 0. The effectiveness of suchĤ tqd can be seen in Fig. (1b) , where we set the initial stateρ 0 and the target state σ to be the thermal state in the initial and final bases, respectively. One can see that, without TQD protocol, the fidelity approaches 1 asymptotically, while such optimal value is reached for any value of τ when the TQD protocol is applied.
III. WORK AND ENTROPY PRODUCTION UNDER TQD PROTOCOL
Here we study the thermodynamic consequences of the use of TQD by using the models introduced above as benchmarks. Specifically, we are interested in the work and irreversible entropy production during the dynamics, when different initial states are prepared. The irre-versible entropy production can be calculated as
which is the relative entropy distance between statesρ τ andρ th [44] . Hereρ τ is the final state of the system after the evolution,ρ th ≡ e −βĤτ Z(β) is the hypothetical thermal state for the final system, where Z(β) is the partition function with inverse temperature β (we set β = 1). On the other hand, the work extracted is calculated as the energy difference between the initial and the final systems,
For both models, we establish the quantitive relation between work and entropy production when the work medium takes arbitrary initial states. We also calculate the quantative relation between the produced work (entropy) and the amount of coherence contained in the initial state, where the relative entropy of coherence is used as a figure of merit [45] . The latter is defined as
Hereρ diag is attained by removing all coherence fromρ, and E N (·) is the von Neumann entropy of the state. This measures the relative entropy distance between stateρ and its diagonal counterpartρ diag .
A. Analytical study
Using the fact that the states remain unchanged -up to a phase factor -in the instantaneous basis under the TQD protocol, we can derive the analytical expressions of work and irreversible entropy production for arbitrary initial states. Due to the unchanged populations of different energy levels, the work production is simply the sum of the energy differences of each energy level multiplied by the corresponding population. Namely
Here ρ i 0 is the population of the i th energy level, while E i τ and E i 0 are the corresponding eigenvalues for the final and initial Hamiltonian, respectively.
On the other hand, the irreversible entropy production of the process is characterized by the relative entropy between the final stateρ τ and the hypothetical thermal stateρ th . Here we callρ th = diag(ρ 1 th , . . . , ρ n th ), written in the final basis. Due to the unitary evolution, the von Neumann entropy of the final stateρ τ is invariant and equals that of the initial stateρ 0 . Calculating the second term in the basis of the final Hamiltonian, the relative entropy can be written as
Both work and irreversible entropy productions depend on the population distribution of the initial state. However, the coherence of the initial state does not contribute to the work production. Instead, it contributes negatively to the irreversible entropy production. In the following, we establish a quantitative relation between work and irreversible entropy production for the two models discussed above. Our approach blends theoretical predictions and numerical validations.
B. Single-qubit model
Let us consider the system Hamiltonian given in Eq. (3) with the shortcut in Eq. (4). As ω(s) does not contribute to the shortcut Hamiltonian, we set ω(s) = 1 + tanh πs 2 without loss of generality. Analytical expressions for work and irreversible entropy production can be attained from Eqs. (13) and (14) . Given the initial statê
the work extracted under the TQD protocol reads
which depends on the population of the excited state in ρ in . On the other hand, the irreversible entropy production is whereρ th = diag(ρ 1 th , ρ 2 th ). Here E N (ρ in ) is a nonlinear function of entries a in and |c in |. However, if the initial state is maximally coherent (pure), which results in E N (ρ in ) = 0, the S irr retrieves the linear dependence on the excited state population a in .
In order to validate the above result, we have generated 5×10 3 random initial states (uniformly according to the Haar measure), and calculated work and irreversible entropy production corresponding to such choices. The results are shown in Fig. (2) . As the results gathered in this way match those achieved analytically, we believe the size of such sample to be sufficient. In Fig. (2) we have highlighted three curves, which represent outcomes for three groups of initial states
Here a ∈ [0, 1], with c = √ a − a 2 and c ∈ [0, c]. T 1 = 1 − T 2 = exp (−ω1/2) exp (−ω1/2)+exp (−ω2/2) , with ω 1 = −ω 2 = ω(1). Specifically, ρ d is a diagonal state, ρ mc is a maximally coherent (pure) state, and we denote ρ cth as coherent thermal states, which are thermal states in final basis with some random coherence.
In Fig. (2) , the black curve represents diagonal stateŝ ρ d as initial states, red curve represents maximally coherent statesρ mc as initial states, and green line represents the coherent thermal statesρ cth as initial states, respectively. Zero irreversible entropy production can be reached when the initial state is the coherent thermal state with c = 0, where the corresponding extracted work is ∆W = −0.342102. The maximum work is extracted when the initial state is a pure excited state, with ∆W = − 1 2 tanh ( π 2 ). Furthermore, the relation between work (irreversible entropy) production and the amount of coherence is shown in Fig. (3) . Trivially, the maximally coherent states form the upper boundary and the diagonal states form the lower boundary. An interesting feature can be seen in Fig. (3b) , where the coherent thermal states have the ability to contain more coherence while producing the same amount of irreversible entropy.
Combining numerical and analytical results, one can draw the following conclusion. For the single-qubit model with TQD protocol, when taking maximally coherent states as initial states, the work production and the irreversible entropy production are linearly correlated, due to the fact that they are linearly dependent on the excited state population a in . However, coherence in the initial state does not contribute to the work production, but negatively contribute to the irreversible entropy production. Moreover, coherence and population distributions play different roles in the irreversible entropy production.
C. Two-qubit interacting model
In the following we establish the quantitive relation between work and entropy production for two-qubit interacting model, when the work medium takes all possible initial states. The system Hamiltonian is given in Eq. (6) with the shortcut in Eq. (7) .
Analytical expressions of work and irreversible entropy productions can be derived from Eqs. (13) and (14) . Suppose the initial state iŝ
that is positive, semi-definitive and trace-one. The produced work can be expressed as
where the instantaneous eigenvalues of the system Hamiltonian, given in Eq. (6), are
with J 0 = 0 and J τ = 1. Above eigenvalues illustrate effects of model parameters { 1 , 2 , α, β, γ} to the work production of the process. On the other hand, the irreversible entropy production is given as
where thermal state isρ th = diag(ρ 1 th , ρ 2 th , ρ 3 th , ρ 4 th ) in the final basis. Same as in the previous case, coherences in the initial stateρ in do not contribute the work production, and it contributes negatively to the irreversible entropy production. Using these results we can find the boundaries in the work and irreversible entropy relation, as shown below.
To illustrate the relation, we consider a specific isotropic regime such that
We would like to establish the quantitive relation between work and irreversible entropy production with respect to different initial states. Since coherence only contributes negatively to the irreversible entropy production, we consider the most prominent initial states to be diagonal states and maximally coherent (pure) states. For each kind, we generate 10 4 states randomly, and calculate the corresponding work and irreversible entropy productions. The quantitive relation is shown in Fig. (4) . Here grey dots represent diagonal states with zero coherence, while blue dots represent maximally coherent states. One can observe that, although these two kinds of states partly overlap with each other in the relation, states that produce smallest irreversible entropy are all diagonal states, while states that produce largest irreversible entropy are all maximally coherent states. Boundaries for diagonal and maximally coherent states in the relation can be numerically found given the analytic expressions in Eqs. (20) and (22) . The area within the region confined by the black curves represents all possible outcomes of the process when the initial states are diagonal. They are found through the following optimisation problem min(or max) S(ρ f ||ρ th )
where C ≥ 0 is the amount of work assigned manually, {d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 } are diagonal terms in the density matrix that need to be found. On the other hand, all possible outcomes for maximally coherent states are confined in the red box. Interestingly, here all six red lines are made up of maximally coherent states that have only two nonzero diagonal terms. For examples, these following two types of states
comprise two right boundaries in Fig. (4) . Here a ∈ [0, 1], and c = √ a − a 2 is the maximal coherence that can be reached. Numerically we have found that outcomes given by other states all lie in the joined regions in the figure. In this regime, the maximal work extraction can be achieved, such that ∆W = −1, when the initial state iŝ ρ W = diag(0, 0, 1, 0), while the minimal irreversible entropy production can be achieved, such that S irr = 0, when the initial state isρ S = diag(ρ 1 th , ρ 2 th , ρ 3 th , ρ 4 th ). The relation between work (irreversible entropy) and the amount of coherence in the initial state is shown in Fig. (5) , where coherence of the state is calculated by Relation between produced work and irreversible entropy production with respect to randomly generated initial states. The blue (grey) dots stand for the results achieved using maximally coherent and pure states (diagonal states). The boundary for diagonal states is shown in black, while the boundary for maximally coherent states is in red. Green dots show the results achieved using thermal states that contain random amount of coherence. The results corresponding to randomly chose initial states are shown as dots within the region obtained by joining such boundaries. Eq. (12) . Here cyan dots represent states with two nonzero diagonal terms and random coherence, and green dots represent coherent thermal statesρ S with random coherence. Again we see that coherence does not help produce work in Fig. (5a) , while it monotonically increases the irreversible entropy production in Fig. (5b) .
We are now interested in the effects of model parameters on the work production of the process. Given Eq. (6), we assume without loss of generality that 1 > 2 > 0 and α, β, γ all positive. Their values are all set to be 1 unless specified otherwise. The instantaneous eigenvalues of the system Hamiltonian are then
Due to the symmetry of the model, we look at the effects of α, γ on the work production of the process.
Instead of giving the full picture as in Fig. (4) , here we focus on two states. One that gives the maximum work extraction, and the other state that produces zero irreversible entropy. The maximum work extraction is given the following expression, in different regimes, we find that the state that provides maximum work extraction is alwaysρ max = diag(0, 0, 1, 0). Namely, the maximum work output is alway E 3 τ − E 3 0 . On the other hand, {E 1 τ , E 2 τ , E 3 τ , E 4 τ } determine the final hypothetical thermal stateρ th = diag(ρ 1 th , ρ 2 th , ρ 3 th , ρ 4 th ) with ρ i th = exp(−βE i τ )/Z(β). To produce zero irreversible entropy, the initial stateρ in has to have the same populations asρ th in the beginning basis, with some populations being permuted due to energy crossings.
Effects of changing parameters α and γ can be seen in Fig. (6) . Suppose the initial state isρ max (shown in Fig. (6a) ), increasing either of parameters monotonically increases the maximum work extraction, meanwhile reduces the irreversible entropy production. However, irreversible entropy cannot be reduced to zero for this initial state, but reaching to the limit − ln 1 1+e −2 , shown by the dashed line. On the other hand, suppose the initial state is prepared so as to produce zero irreversible entropy (shown in Fig. (6b) ), increasing either of parameters also increases the maximum work extraction. One can see there exists a jump in work production in the process of increasing γ. This happens because energy levels of the final Hamiltonian cross each other at this value. After this point, no jump is observed when γ keeps growing. Such energy crossing also occurs when increasing the value of γ. Interestingly, there is no jump observed when the crossing happens in the process of increasing α.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the relation between work extracted and irreversible entropy production following a process assisted by a TQD protocol. We have focused on the role played by quantum coherence in the initial state of the work medium -which has been taken to be either a single-or a two-qubit interacting system -and identified the states that extremize the amount of work extracted at a given degree of entropy production. Our study provides a systematic assessment of the role of initial state preparation in the performance of an out-of-equilibrium process enhanced by quantum control protocols, which is a situation of strong experimental relevance. We believe that our results will be useful to inform the next generation of experiments addressing the thermodynamics of quantum working media.
